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Description

The package provides a bioimage dataset for the image analysis using machine learning and deep learning. The dataset includes microscopy imaging data with supervised labels. The data is provided as R list data that can be loaded to Keras/tensorflow in R.

Details

The DESCRIPTION file: This package was not yet installed at build time.

Index: This package was not yet installed at build time.

Author(s)

Satoshi Kume [aut, cre] (<https://orcid.org/0000-0001-7481-2843>), Kozo Nishida [aut] (<https://orcid.org/0000-0001-8501-7319>)

Maintainer: Satoshi Kume <satoshi.kume.1984@gmail.com>

Examples

ls("package:BioImageDbs") # This is empty package
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